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1. Introduction
!

Solar Walk™ is a virtual three - dimensional model of the Solar System for iPhone/iPad/
iPod Touch and OS X designed to help kids and adults watch the accurate position of
rotating planets from any angle for any given date and time, learn the structure of the
Solar System, and get up-to-date information on solar objects.
With Solar Walk™ users can investigate celestial objects and our Solar System. The
planets have accurate lightness and darkness against the sun, calculated distances
towards each other, and sizes similar to real.

!
Solar Walk™ features:
!

Galaxy view - expanded view of the Solar System and the Milky Way galaxy.
Explanatory movie collection - Movies explaining the Earth’s phenomena, such as daynight cycles and different seasons, Solar eclipses and the Moon phases.
3D TV - ability to connect device running iOS to 3D TV to play Solar Walk™ on a big
screen.
AirPlay - ability to play Solar Walk™ on a big screen without any cables.
3D mode - ability to tour the Solar System in 3D mode using 3D stereo glasses.
Object info - by tapping the “i” icon you can learn general information about the planet,
such as its name, mass, radius, distance to the sun, illustrated internal structure and
science missions.
Time Machine - tap the screen of your device to see the date and time. Drag Time slider
with your finger and the planets will start moving accordingly. Touch year, month, time and
change them depending on whatever you want to see. The display will adapt accordingly
to show you how planets were aligned at that time.
Sharing - tap the Sharing icon to get a screenshot for sharing it via Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram or e-mail, save it to your Camera roll or. Also users will be able to Rate or Gift
Solar Walk™ through the App Store.
Planets’ moons - select a planet like the Earth, Saturn, Jupiter or Mars to observe their
moons tracking around the planet.
Satellites - follow the trajectories of the most interesting satellites of the Earth. (additional
content)
Search - tap the Search icon and start typing the name of the object you are interested
in. The app will suggest you results including letter combinations.

!

Solar Walk™ is currently available in the following languages: Spanish, French, German,
Japanese, Italian, Russian, Korean, Czech, Simple and Traditional Chinese.
The application is compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, requires iOS 4.3 or later and
OS X (see full specifications below).

!

Go back to Table of Contents.
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2. Getting Started

As you open the app you get a virtual tour to the Earth by default. To see entire Solar
System there are two options: True-to-scale or Orrery view. In true-to-scale view all
planets are shown in corresponding scale. Orrery view illustrates the relative positions
and motions of planets and moons in the Solar system.
You can also discover the entire Milky Way Galaxy and find the place of the Solar System
there by finger-spreading.
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2.1. Interfaces
Icon name

Function

Search

Allows you to start typing the name of the object you are
interested in. The app will suggest you results including letter
combinations.

Fly to a planet

Allows approaching a selected planet.

Information

Gives detailed information and images about the selected object
in a drop-down box. The "i" button brings you closer to the object
with the time pausing. To go back to the Solar System tap “<”
button.

Menu

Helps you navigate the menu. It contains Orrery/True-to-scale
options, Shop, Extras, Settings and Help buttons.

Orrery

The distances between the planets are shorter with the bigger
planets’ sizes (the planets’ proportions and distances are not
observed in this mode).

True-to-scale

Shows all planets in corresponding scale.

Additional content

Allows you to purchase and download additional options such as
movies, 3D scenes and high resolution surface views.

Settings

Allows turning on/off the music and sounds, and switching
between view modes.

Help

Contains video tutorial, subscription, support and contacts
sections.

Time Machine

Shows/hides Time Machine and Time Slider. To see the current
time, date, and year, tap arrows before year.

Close/Back

Allows exiting the Solar System mode or leave information box.

!

!
Go back to Table of Contents.
!
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3. Navigating Through Space
Solar Walk™ has 98 celestial objects to choose from: these are all major planets, their
moons, artificial satellites, asteroids, comets, dwarf planets, and brightest stars. All
objects are labeled. The names of all unselected objects disappear after a few seconds
of not touching your device.
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You can zoom in/out any on object and get interesting information on all the objects, like
internal structure, size, mass, scientific missions and more, by tapping “i” icon next to
object’s name.

Go back to Table of Contents.
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4. Navigating Through Time
!

Solar Walk™ lets you go forward or backward in time using the Time Machine feature
placed in the upper right corner of the screen. There are 5 options to change (year,
month, date, hour, and minute). You can set time and then take a look (by using pinchzoom, finger-dragging and object-selection) how the Solar System moves at whatever
speed you have chosen. If you want to change time again, choose another unit in the
clock and then swipe/drag up or down the Time slider. To stop Time Machine touch Time
slider. If you want to go back to the present, touch the icon before year.

!

With time speeds up, objects with the smallest orbits will be the first objects that move too
fast to see, and they will appear to be missing, the planets with larger orbits will be the
next to vanish.
Even chosen object will disappear soon if the time continues to speed up.

!
Go back to Table of Contents.
!
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5. Additional (downloadable) content
There are some options which are added to Solar Walk™ as In-App Purchases.
You can easily download high resolution surface textures of the Earth, the Moon, Mars
and Venus that will allow you to explore the planets in amazing detail. The first way to
download high resolution surfaces is to open “Additional content” section and choose
what planet you would like to have a good look at. The second one is to click at pop-up
placed in upper part of the screen when you choose the planet that you would like to
have a good look at.
Other In-App Purchases include human-made spacecraft 3D models which come with all
kinds of data about the object such as history, mass, “Did you know” section and other
interesting details.
Go back to Table of Contents.
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6. Sharing
You have an option to share beautiful pictures from Solar Walk™ with your friends though
social networks. To get a screenshot tap the “Share” button in main menu and you will see
icons to share it via e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and save it to your photos in
camera roll album. Also you’ll be able to Gift or Rate Solar Walk™ through the App Store.

!
Go back to Table of Contents.
!
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7. Switching to 3D Mode
!

Solar Walk™ has a 3D mode that allows you to nearly fly to the planets and view them in a
more realistic way using special red/cyan 3D stereo glasses. 3D effect looks especially
impressive with close-up views of rotating objects. See FAQ to read information on where
to purchase glasses.
Go back to Table of Contents.
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8. Solar Walk™ for OS X
Solar Walk™ is available for OS X since launching Mac App Store. It can be navigated the
same way as you do on any of your iOS devices.
At the bottom right there is a menu for switching to 3D mode, sending to movie collection,
turning sounds on/off and the button to quit, also you can use the default combination
cmd+Q to exit Solar Walk™.

!
!

Go back to Table of Contents.
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9. Solar Walk™ on a Big Screen
You are allowed to connect Solar Walk™ to 3D TV to get a real depth
perception. Please use the instruction below.
1. Connect your device running iOS with an HDMI adapter to the 3D TV.
2. Switch on 3D function in Solar Walk™ Menu.
3. There will appear a question what type of 3D you want to use anaglyph glasses or 3D
TV.
Choose 3D TV.
4. On you 3D TV screen there will appear two pictures on a screen.
5. Switch 3D mode on a TV.
6. Put on 3D glasses and enjoy.

!

Also you can mirror Solar Walk™ on an external screen using AirPlay, which is available
with iPad 2 or later; iPad mini; iPhone 4S; iPhone 5; iPod touch (5th generation); and iMac
(Mid 2011 or newer), Mac mini (Mid 2011 or newer), MacBook Air (Mid 2011 or newer),
and MacBook Pro (Early 2011 or newer) with Mountain Lion.
1. Turn on Apple TV.

!
2. Tap
on device running iOS or OS X and select it from the list of available devices.
!
3. You are all set.
!
Go back to Table of Contents.
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10. The Apple Volume Purchase Program
Solar Walk™ participates in Apple’s Volume Purchase Program, which means it is
available to schools for bulk purchasing at a 50% discount.

!

It’s quick and easy to set up school organization for volume purchasing.
1. Designate a person in the organization as the Program Manager.
2. Receive cards that are physically sent to the school. (Nothing is offered electronically.)

!

!

!
!

3. Sign up Program Facilitators, which will
allow them to make purchases. Set up and manage your institution’s list of Program
Facilitators using the Program Facilitator account manager tool. Apple will create a new
Apple ID for each Program Facilitator to use exclusively in the VPP Education Store.
Existing Apple IDs cannot be used for the Volume Purchase Program. For each
Program Facilitator, you will need to provide Apple with a valid email address that isn’t
currently used as an Apple ID. An institution can have as many Program Managers as it
wants.
4. Log in to the Volume Purchase Program for Education with your new Apple ID. After
login, you can redeem Volume Vouchers given to you by your Program Manager. You
can also search for apps and books by name and purchase them in the quantity you
need.

!
For any further questions, please visit Apple web-site.
!
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11. Carrier Billing for Android users
SET UP DIRECT CARRIER BILLING:
If you haven't set up a Google Wallet account, you’ll need to create one before making a
purchase.
1) Open the Google Play Store Google Play Store app.
2) Select an app or digital content item.
3) Touch the price.
4) If you're purchasing an app, review and Accept permissions to continue.
5) Next to the price, touch the Down Down arrow.
6) Touch Payment options.
7) Touch Carrier billing Enable carrier billing.
8) Review and Save your account information.

!

PAY WITH DIRECT CARRIER BILLING:
1) Open the Google Play Store Google Play Store app.
2) Select an app or digital content item.
3) Touch the price.
4) If you're purchasing an app, review and Accept permissions to continue.
5) Next to the price, touch the Down Down arrow.
6) Touch Payment options.
7) Select Bill my carrier account.
8) Complete your purchase."

!

List of countries where carrier billing is available:

Country

Carriers

Currency

Australia

Optus, Telstra

AUD

Austria

3, A1

EUR

Belgium

Mobistar

EUR

Canada

Rogers/Fido, Bell Canada CAD

Czech Republic

T-Mobile

CZK

Germany

E-Plus, T-Mobile
International, o2

EUR

France

SFR, Bouygues, Orange

EUR

Hong Kong

3

HKD

Ireland

3, O2

EUR

Italy

Wind Italy

EUR

Japan

Docomo, KDDI, Softbank

JPY

Korea

KT, SKT, LGU+

KRW
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Netherlands

KPN, T-Mobile
International

EUR

Norway

Telenor

NOK

Poland

Play

PLN

Russia

Beeline, Megafon

RUB

Singapore

SingTel, StarHub

SGD

Spain

Movistar, Orange

EUR

Sweden

3, Tele2, Telenor SE

SEK

Switzerland

Swisscom

CHF

Thailand

AIS

THB

UK

T-Mobile International

GBP

US

AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile,
US Cellular, Verizon

USD
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FAQ
!
Question

Answer

How to view the entire Milky Zoom out by spreading until it’s possible.
Way Galaxy?
How to view the entire Solar Zoom in and out or use Solar System mode.
system?
Are the stars on the sky
behind painted or real?

The stars on the sky are accurately calculated and
located in the exact position they actually are in reality.

How do I listen to my own
music?

Unfortunately, Solar Walk™ does not have this feature yet.
It is currently being developed.

What kind of 3D glasses do
I need to view the 3D
mode?

Anaglyph Red/Cyan are best for viewing Solar Walk™
app.

Where can I get 3D
glasses?

To fully enjoy the 3D mode in Solar Walk™ app, you will
need a pair of red/cyan 3D glasses. You can either get
them online for free here http://
www.rainbowsymphony.com/free-3d-glasses.html or
make them yourself! Here is a couple of how-to links:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIEn9z0oBE8,
http://www.ehow.com/how_4455680_make-dglasses.html

!
Go back to Table of Contents.
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12.Solar Walk™ Update History
!
Version 2.3
- New version specially designed for iOS 7 running devices
- Improved user interface
- Faster graphics
- Minor bug fixing
- Czech localization

!

Version 2.2
- New Space Missions: Apollo 17 with Lunar Rover Vehicle, The Launch of Hubble, Repair
of Hubble. The missions are added as In-App Purchases.
- High resolution surface of the Earth, the Moon, Mars and Venus via In-App Purchase
- Bug fixes

!

Version 2.1
- Space Missions: Curiosity, Luna 17, Apollo 11. The missions are added as In-App
Purchases that can be purchased for whatever you’d like to pay (including a free of
charge option)
- Improved Atlas for Venus, Mars and the Moon
- Bug fixes

!

Version 2.0.1
- iPhone 5 Ready
- Added Curiosity model on Mars
- Added info about Curiosity in “Science Missions” of Mars
- New models and textures for Phobos and Deimos
- Bug fixes

!

Version 2.0
- Added "weight" to planets
- New info with more images from ESA and ESO
- Amazing internal structure of planets
- New objects: asteroids, comets, and dwarf planets
- Enhanced graphics for the Sun and the planets
- New multi-touch gesture allows two-finger swipe to move selected object off the central
position. It can be used to create stunning images and to view the motion of planets from
unusual angles.
- A list of preset flights through space to show you the most amazing views of the Milky
Way

!

Version 1.9.3
- iPhone 4 interface bug fix
- App size reduced

!

Version 1.9.2
- Optimized for new iPad
- High resolution interface
- High resolution textures of the planets
- New visual effects
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!

Version 1.9.1
- "Frost" feature
- The Asteroid belt
- The Solar prominence
- The bug with 3D TV fixed

!

Version 1.9
- Voice-over for educational movies
- Localized subtitles for movies in Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Russian, Spanish
- Uranus rings
- The clouds textures of Venus
- New texture of Mercury
- Minor interface tweaks

!

Version 1.8
- 3D TV support
- External TV Support
- 3D models of 10 main satellites
- 3 new educational movies and detailed Earth texture

!

Version 1.7
- Search
- Explanatory movies
- Twitter and Facebook sharing

!

Version 1.6
- LOCATIONS: the arrow directly shows your real-time location on the Earth.
- 3D SOLAR SYSTEM: availability of stereo view to get an unique and impressive
stereoscopic experience at absolutely different level.
- SATELLITES: 10 Earth satellites trajectories.
- GALAXY VIEW: expanded view of the Solar System and the Milky Way Galaxy.
- MOVIE: the 1st educational movie “Solar System Planets’ Size Comparison”.

!
!

Version 1.5
- Pluto
Version 1.2
- iPad version
- Phobos and Deimos
Version 1.0
- 3D Solar System Model
- Fly to the planet
- Read info
- Time machine
- Moons of different planets

